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some form of circuit protection to shut off circuits in the event of an overload, short circuit or
ground fault. In homes built after about â€”or in older homes in which the electrical service has
been updated â€”this protection is usually provided by a series of circuit breakers in the main
service panel. Circuit breakers are mechanical devices that sense the amount of current flow
and "trip" when the current flow exceeds the safe capacity of the circuit wires. However, if you
have a home built before and the electrical service has not been updated, there is a good
chance that you have a different of circuit protectionâ€”screw-in fuses found inside a main fuse
panel. Fuses are relatively simple devices. The fuses that protect individual volt circuit are
typically ceramic screw-in plugs that fit into threaded sockets in the fuse panel. A thin metal
strip inside the fuse conducts all electrical flow through the circuit and if the current flow
exceeds the current-carrying capacity of the metal strip, it overheats and melts, thereby
interrupting the flow of current and shutting off the circuit. The fuse is a kind of early-warning
system, which senses overloads and "blows" before the circuit wires themselves can overheat
and possibly cause fire. Larger volt circuits, as well as the main fuse that controls the main
power flow, use a different type of fuse design. This type of fuse is a cylindrical cartridge that
fits into a fuse block that slides in and out of the fuse panel. The principle is the sameâ€”the
metal conducting strip inside the fuse burns through if the current flow exceeds the safe
capacity of the circuit. Unlike modern circuit breakers, fuses cannot be rerest. Instead, blown
fuses must be unscrewed or unplugged and replaced. It is quite important that the fuses be
properly matched to the amperage of the circuit. There is a distinct danger, for example, if a
amp fuse is used with a amp circuit, since this creates the potential for the circuit to draw more
power than the circuit wires can safely handle. Fuses are housed in a fuse box â€”the precursor
to the main service panel found with modern circuit breaker systems. The fuse box is usually
located away from main living areas, such as the garage, laundry room, or basement. Breakers
are rectangular units with on-off toggles. Most breakers are arranged in banks or rows. In a fuse
box, on the other hand, you will see a group of round screw-in plugs with small glass windows.
Your fuse panel may include several different types of fuses. The most common include:. The
most common sign of a blown fuse is a power outage in one or more areas of your home.
Fuses, unlike breakers, do not have on-off switches. Instead, most fuses have a small glass
window that allows you to examine the fuse itself. When the fuse blows, you will either see the
melted metal strip inside the window of the fuse, or you will see cloudiness or scorch marks in
the glass. This indicates the metal strip inside has melted through. Changing a fuse is usually a
simple matter of identifying the blown fuse, then carefully unscrewing in and screwing in an
exact replacement. It is very important that you install fuses that match the amperage capacity
of the circuit wires. Installing a fuse that is oversized for the circuit creates a risk that the circuit
will draw more power than the wires can safely handle. For example, if a amp fuse is plugged
into a circuit served by gauge wire which is rated to handle only amps of power , you create a
serious risk of overheating the circuit wires. NEVER install a fuse that is larger than the blown

fuse you are replacing. The replacement procedure is different with a volt circuit. Here, you will
need to carefully pull the fuse block from its slot and examine the individual cartridge fuses. A
small tool known as a fuse puller is helpful in extracting cartridge fuses from the block. Lay a
rubber mat on the floor in front of the fuse panel, then open the door of the panel. The rubber
mat is a safeguard against the possibility of shock. Use a flashlight to examine the glass
windows on each fuse. The blown fuse is likely to show scorch marks on the glass, or you
might see the metal filament inside melted through. Shut off lights and unplug appliances
connected to the circuit. This will reduce the chances of overloading the circuit again after you
replace the fuse. Carefully holding the blown fuse by the ceramic rim, unscrew it
counterclockwise and extract it from the socket. Examine the face of the fuse for its amperage
size, and select an exact replacement. Be very careful not to touch any metal parts as you
remove or insert a fuse. Be especially careful not to touch the threaded metal on the fuse as you
unscrew or screw in the fuse. There is a danger of contracting live current if you happen to
touch the threads as they come in contact with the live bus bar in the panel. Insert the new fuse
into the socket by screwing it in clockwise until it is firmly seated in the socket. Close the fuse
panel then test the circuit by turning on lights and plugging in appliances. If an electrical
appliance such as a range suddenly stops working, it is likely that a cartridge fuse serving the
appliance circuit has blown. These are often amp or amp circuits. If power to the entire house
suddenly stops, it is possible that one of the main fuses has blown. Locate the fuse block
controlling the circuit. This may be labeled "Range" or "Dryer. If the blown fuse is a main fuse,
the main fuse block is usually located at the top of the fuse box. Carefully grip the metal handle
on the fuse block and pull straight outward to remove the block from the fuse box. With most
cartridge fuses, it is not obvious when they have blown, so you will need to test them. Use a
cartridge fuse puller to extract the fuse from the fuse block. Then, use a continuity tester or
multi-tester set to continuity mode to test the fuse by attaching one probe to each metal sleeve
on the fuse. If the tester does not light up, it indicates there is no continuity and that the fuse
has blown. Insert an exact replacement fuse into the fuse block, pressing it firmly into place to
anchor it to the contract brackets. Insert the fuse block into its slot in the fuse panel and push it
straight in until it snaps into place. Take care not to touch any metal parts in the fuse box as
you do this. Turn on the appliance served by the cartridge fuse to make sure it operates
correctly. If you have a fuse box, it means your electrical service is quite old and likely is
insufficient for the power demands of a modern home. Fuse panels typically provide 30 or 60
amps of power, and the bare minimum for a home with modern appliances is now considered to
be at least amps , with or amps preferable. Homeowners with fuse panels experience blown
fuses on a regular basis, and this is a sign that the electrical service needs to be updated.
Installing a new electrical service with circuit breakers is a job for a professional electrician and
is not something a homeowner should attempt. Match Fuse to Circuit Amperage It is very
important that you install fuses that match the amperage capacity of the circuit wires. Caution
Be very careful not to touch any metal parts as you remove or insert a fuse. Read More. A fuse
box in the Edgefield Street House garage. The Fuse Box or Circuit Breaker is found on maps ,
and may be turned on or off to power the lights. Its location can be found on the Site Map.
Ghosts can also activate the fuse box, shutting off the power of the location until it is
reactivated. If the Fuse Box is turned on, the Jinn is able to used its powers. During a Hunt , it
will move faster towards distant targets, allowing it to easily close gaps with players that are
running from it if it is actively chasing a player. If the fuse box is turned off, it is unable to use
both of these abilities. The Fuse Box will shut off when a number of light switches have been
turned on. On a small map, the maximum amount of lights is On a medium map, the maximum
amount of lights is 9. On a large map, the maximum amount of lights is 8. This wiki. This wiki All
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Download APK Create your own interactive stories and choose how you want to play the game.
Play as one of the girls in a fictional season of Love Island and choose how your summer love
story unfolds. Will YOU find love? Will you be voted the strongest couple and win? Will you take
the prize for yourself or will you choose to share it with your new partner? The choices are
entirely up to you! Go in and mix things up the second time around! Be part of the reality TV
drama in the official Love Island mobile game. New interactive game features - Play over
episodes spread across two entirely unique reality tv seasons! Not a problem, go back and

re-live your interactive stories to make different choices Try new relationships with other
characters, start drama, make new friends Love Island The Game App 4. Time to get in the sun,
and crack on! New storyline, characters, challenges, and more. We'd love to hear your
feedback. Play now! Love Island The Game Love Island The Game 4. Similar to Love Island The
Game. VideoBuddy - Youtube Downloader 1. Microsoft PowerPoint: Slideshows and
Presentations Messages 7. AliExpress 8. Google Translate 6. Skype 8. Kodi Remove Spyware.
Fuse is a four-player cooperative third-person shooter video game developed by Insomniac
Games and published by Electronic Arts for PlayStation 3 and Xbox The game was announced
as Overstrike before it was rebranded in August Fuse was both a critical and commercial failure
for Electronic Arts. Each character has its own powerful unique Fuse-powered weapon than can
assist other players in gameplay. For example, Dalton's weapon is a mag shield that can absorb
bullets, and its secondary fire can push the bullets back to the enemies, killing them. The first
official released screenshots revealed that Fuse is a third-person action game with cover
shooting mechanics. Characters also have a skill tree, which can be upgraded as a player
increases his or her level. The game also includes a horde mode, titled Echelon, similar to that
in Gears of War. The game is set in the near future and follows a team of four misfit agents
collectively known as Overstrike 9, whose mission is to stop the evil Raven Corporation from
gaining an alien substance called Fuse. Using Fuse powered weapons and tech gadgets and
lethal teamwork to gain the energy. The members of Overstrike 9 are Dalton Brooks voiced by
Brian Bloom , a reformed and sarcastic mercenary, equipped with a Mag Shield, which is an
energy shield, Naya Deveraux voiced by Jennifer Hale , worked for Raven with her dad, she is
equipped with a cloak device and has a gun that creates tiny black holes called the Warp Rifle,
Isabelle "Izzy" Sinclair voiced by Ali Hillis , a gifted, but rebellious young scientist, equipped
with a crystallization gun called the Shattergun, and Jacob Kimble voiced by Khary Payton , a
decorated detective with a bit of a temper, equipped with a fire crossbow called the Arcshot.
Mitchell , who plans to use Fuse to make his weaponry more powerful. A top secret government
weapons lab, called Hyperion Base, had mysteriously went quiet some time after Senator
William Fable arrived. In response to this, Lyndon Burgess sends in his black ops team,
Overstrike 9, to investigate. Once inside, they learn of Fuse, an alien substance that radically
bonds with anything it comes into contact with, used in development of advanced weapons. At
the same time, Raven, a paramilitary corporation, breaks in. Overstrike 9 manages to reach the
main Fuse lab. Though Dalton orders it destroyed, Izzy "accidentally" opens the main Fuse vault
at the same time Raven captures the lab. Dalton's former lover and boss, Meilin Mao, appears,
holding Fable hostage. Dalton threatened to kill Fable, suspecting that he allowed Raven into
the base but his team reminds him that they are outnumbered, so they surrender. Overstrike 9 is
brought to Raven's underwater Triton Base, where it is revealed that Dalton's suspicions were
correct, as Fable was in league with Raven. At the same time, Naya is reunited with her
estranged father, Luther, who seeks to aid their escape. Overstrike 9 then goes to the base's
Fuse core and prepare to detonate it but first had to deal with Ivan Sovlenko, who purposely
injects himself with Fuse to create illusions but they defeat him. Overstrike 9 then escapes the
destruction of the base. The team is later sent to Sheng Island, where Meilin was planning to
launch a corrupted Fuse rocket at a populated area as a demonstration for interested buyers.
They were able to lock the missile in place and Dalton kills Meilin, narrowly escaping as the
corrupted Fuse ignites, destroying all life on the island. Overstrike 9 is next sent to Karakoram
in search of Luther and Fable. But at the same time, Fable betrays Raven, revealing to be in
league with a mysterious organization only known as "the Order". He coerced half of Raven to
defect and steal the corrupted Fuse. Overstrike 9 is unable to attempt pursuit. For their failure,
the client that hired the team rescinded their contract. However, Naya convinces the team that
her father might be able to help them locate the Fuse and reveals that she had located his safe
house in Jodhpur. With Burgess' aid, Overstrike 9 storms Luther's compound at the same time
Fable's loyalists assault it. Fighting their way through both way through both Raven factions,
Overstrike 9 manages to locate Luther and enlist his aid against Fable. Overstrike 9 goes into
space, where Fable was deploying satellites to fire Fuse-powered missiles to create an
extinction event and force the world into ending conflict, framing Raven as a scapegoat. As a
demonstration, Fable wipes out Munich. Overstrike 9 manages to prevent Fable from firing
anymore by launched AI-controlled shuttles into destroying the satellites. They then arrive at
the last vault of corrupted Fuse. They managed to destroy it at the same time Fable engages
them in a powered exoskeleton. After a vigorous battle, Overstrike 9 is able to vaporize Fable
before narrowly escaping the space station's destruction. Then suddenly, their shuttle collides
with debris. Burgess and his client presume Overstrike 9 dead and agree to cover up the
destruction of Munich to have been perpetrated by Raven fanatics. Burgess also learns from the
client that Fable's faction was known as the Order of Grigori, who may be searching for other

stockpiles of Fuse. Up in space, it is revealed that Overstrike 9 had survived and are merely
unconscious. Dalton then opens his eyes, revealing that they are glowing, hinting that he, and
presumably the rest of his team, have bonded with the Fuse. On June 6, , during Electronic Arts
' press conference at E3 , that game was revealed to be called Overstrike with a trailer and a
short appearance and synopsis from Price. On August 31, , the game was revealed to have been
reworked and rebranded as Fuse. This marks the first time the developer was to own its own IP,
as well as the first time they released a game with a publisher other than Sony Computer
Entertainment since Universal Interactive Studios. Fuse received "mixed" reviews on both
platforms according to the review aggregation website Metacritic. Its change in art style and
tone from Overstrike was criticized by some which called its new look generic and uninspired.
National Post gave the Xbox version a score of eight out of ten and said it was "a strong foray
for Insomniac. If you need something to play with friends, it's not a bad game, just lacking a
personality that other co-op shooters tend to have. The Xenotech weapons are worth a look, but
the rest of the game is forgettable. At this point in the evolution of games and of this generation
of consoles in particular, that sort of mere serviceability just isn't enough to impress. The
Digital Fix gave the PlayStation 3 version a score of six out of ten and said it was "so poor by
Insomniac's usually high standards that it's hard to believe Insomniac actually made it. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
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You will always be able to play your favorite games on Kongregate. However, certain site
features may suddenly stop working and leave you with a severely degraded experience. What
should I do? We strongly urge all our users to upgrade to modern browsers for a better
experience and improved security. To enhance your user experience, support technical
features, and personalize content and ads, this site uses cookies. An open platform for all web
games! Get your games in front of thousands of users while monetizing through ads and virtual
goods. With our publishing program, we can help get your games to millions of users on
multiple platforms! Keep exploring Kongregate with more badges and games! Spend your hard
earned kreds on some of these games! Hide the progress bar forever? Yes No. Your game will
start after this message close. Report Cinematic Bug Install or enable Adobe Flash Player.
Alternatively, we also recommend the SuperNova! Plugin for Chrome as an easy way to enable
Flash content in the browser. Get more out of your Kongregate experience. Take advantage of
ad-free gaming, cool profile skins, automatic beta access, and private chat with Kong Plus. We
have reduced support for legacy browsers. Trending with Friends Activity Feed g Register or

sign in to start receiving activity updates from around Kongregate! Host Your Game on
Kongregate An open platform for all web games! Find documentation and support to get you
started. Upload Your Game Our Publishing Program With our publishing program, we can help
get your games to millions of users on multiple platforms! Create Listings. Tired of ads on
Kongregate? You can now be Ad-Free! To play games on Kongregate, you must have Javascript
enabled! Game By: TwinkleStarGames. NOX is a room escape game by Everbyte, in which you
need to rotate the camera to see each room from different angles. It can be tricky at times, so
this walkthrough guide should help you out if you get stuck. Feel free to ask for extra help in the
comments section. Tap on the cell door again and drag the bone to the lock to pick it. Go
though to the next room, the basement. Examine the crate. Swipe to tip it and see inside. Take
the screwdriver. Also, take a photo of the wine bottles. Rotate the camera once. Now you can
see a fuse box missing a fuse. Ignore it for now. Drag the box away from the wall to reveal a
ventilation shaft. Zoom in on the vent and use the screwdriver to remove the lid. Then crawl
through to the bathroom. Open the right blue cabinet and take the bear snow globe from inside.
It seems to be a sort of memory. Also, notice the scale. Leave it for now. Open the door and go
through to another room, the corridor. Rotate the camera and then mess with the painting so it
moves, revealing what looks like a big O. It must be a clue of some sort. Rotate the camera once
and then examine the TV. Open the cabinet to the left of it and take the book. Take a closer look
at the book in your inventory to find a key inside. Take it. Open your inventory and combine the
two halves of the drawing. Take the snow globe off the shelf to get another memory. Go back to
the corridor with the skateboard in it. Rotate the camera and then use the key to unlock the
double-door. Go through to a room with staircases and more doors! This is the main hall. Tap
on the red door on the second floor. Notice that the purple line on the back of the fish drawing
connects the numbers 4, 7 and 8. Use it to unlock the door and go through to the workroom.
Zoom in on the desk. Pick up the radio. Also, move the folders to see that a piece is missing
from the corner of the desk. We should look for it. Click on the little numbers below to continue
to the next page of the walkthrough or click here. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Sorry for crypticness, just trying to avoid spoilers for ya.
Hey, do you realise you just accidentally did a pun? Because your stuck on the clock and
clocks and hours are both to do with time. You use the lighter in the attic after you get the pool
stick to keep the windows closed. I think the clock is the last obstical atm. Use the item that was
once inside the pot. Any tips for rearranging the bottles? Since it sounds like you got past that.
Gonna look around for clues thoughâ€¦. Fuse box is tap everything randomly untill everything
becomes green. Have no idea how I solved it. Yeah, got it, found the clue in the basement. I
think the bottle case is the only thing the dartboard opens. Nope, found the xylophone piece not
sure what to do with it after ive placed it on the xylophone. You need the pool stick for the
windows. Finally figured out how to continue from where I was. Hint: Xylophone. I neee help
with lock mini-game in the attic. To solve first pin in the lock, should I be dragging down on left
end of the hairpin-turned-into lockpick until the red line on the pin is aligned with the red line in
the loxk? Any special technique? Taps, drags, and swipes on my device do not work well in thia
game, and the mini-games are nearly impossible even with update 1. Hint 1: Other than for
cooking, did you see a place where you could use water to do something? Hint 2: If you go to
the living room, you will be warm. Spoiler: Water douses fires. Stuck now at the snowman. Have
a medicine bottle, not the right one?? Stuck there atm too, all I have in inventory is a measuring
cup and a torn letter. Figured it out! I have the medicine now, but no idea what to do with it.
Make sure you have the right amount of water in the measuring cup. Read all three steps to
figure out where to add ingredients. Yeah, got it by trying everything with the test tubes and
then remembering to interact with the water. The one you put a flower in needs another
medicine in it apparently, the one with the yellow strip on the cap. It seems to be some weird
psychological representation of a disturbed mind the main character that is , that much I get.
Plus possibly being psychotherapied by Sigmund Freud, dunno. It is heavily implied that during
the main character childhood, her dad was abusive towards her and her mom, would not let
them leave the house, and possibly had been filming her in a perverted way. Her mom tried to
leave with her but her dad found out. She asked her to hide before her dad came, and the main
character hid in a dark vent for a long time, while her dad killed her mom. In adulthood, the main
character underwent hypnosis to try to deal with such trauma. And what we witnessed is her
experience during one of her hypnosis sessions. How do you play the mini game. Keep it up,
and try to do the best you can, and the heat will rise. Has anybody else had problems with the
game freezing up on some memories? I had it in two places for the memories and tapping the
noteboard in the kitchen also causes a freeze. Have to reboot ipad to fix. Is the name made up of
the letters found around the mansion? If you have the torn letter bring it to the book in the
womans room. It opens a draw and gives you the buttons for eyes. Hope this helped if im not to

late! Im pretty sure the letter was in the kitchen in the table or bullet board. Its in an envelope
but when you inspect it you can open it and you get the half of the letter. Have you gotten the
steam off in the basement? If so, go through the door, and in there will be some necessary stuff.
If your are past that, you need to get the fuse and mess around with the fuses till they turn on
and you can go into the kitchen. The fuse is on the train. Tip: I found it easier to turn them all on
when they were all off first! Check the dining room. There are slidable objects there this game is
pretty bad about telegraphing things you can slide around. Ugh seriously? The inconsistency. I
have a carrot, a top hat, a hair pin, and a torn letter. Any ideas anyone? The hairpin can be used
to help unlock something. I can not for the life of me figure out the computer password. I feel
like I have tried every combination. Am I missing letters? I can think of 5. I cant figure why is it
at the first door, I just didnt want to proceed without proper explanation. I have given up on Nox,
at least for now. I cannot win the Retro Boy mini-game on one Android device because the
controls are slughish, jerky, or downright non-responsive. On that same device, I cannot
manipulate the puzzle to unlock something in the attic again, trying not to write a spoiler with
appropriate sensitivity. My dexterity might be lacking a bit on the last one, but not on the other
two. I have tried to communicate the problems through Google Play to the developer, and I
recommended a Skip option on the mini-games after multiple attempts. I thought the timed
dexterity mini-games in some of the early Adventure Escape games were tough, but yhey wete
winnable and there was always a Skip option at the cost of some Star points. Any help available
on the flame mini-game in Nox in a lab room? Update 1. Ostensibly, the update was to add
Hints. I saw a? UPDATE: Thank you to Kline; heshe provided the needed help in answer to some
one else: in the flame mini-game, you need to keep the green box overlying the flame, while the
flame rises and lowers, long enough for the temperatue to rise to top. The faster or slower you
tap, the higher the grren block rises or lower it sinks. Wats the order for the fuse switches? The
only picture for this section on the website is the one containing 3 2 1. I think you first have to
go into the direction of the robot, then top left and then bottom left. Hope that helps. I was
wondering if anybody else knew where the last one is or if I have unlocked something and I
need to go there? For the green solution, you have to get the hammer and remove the planks
from in front of the patio doors in the dining room. Once outside, rotate the camera and there is
a windmill thing at the bottom of the stairs. Next to that, there is a flower box. Pick up one of the
flowers. Skip to content. At AppUnwrapper, we strive to provide reviews of the utmost quality.
Check out my recommended list for other games you might like. If you like what you see on
AppUnwrapper. Every little bit helps and is greatly appreciated. You can read more about it
here. And as always, if you like what you see, please help others find it by sharing it. I also offer
affordable testing and consulting for iOS developers. Links may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to AppUnwrapper with appropriate and specific direction to the original
content. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Can u give a hint about how to
solve the clock. Been stuck for hours!!! The circle on the wall shows what to set the clock to
when you have the uv flashlight. Could you help me reach this so secret area? It answers it in
the post. You use the order of the colors of the bottles in the basement. Did you solve the bottle
problem? I did but still no luck re: dartboard. EDIT: You did find where the torn letter goes,
right? Now trying to figure the computer passcode. Riko Q. Please tell me what can I do after I
get the medicine? How to drink it or use it? How do you put a water in a measuring cup into the
jug above the Bunsen burner. Totally lost by this point. I got through the fusebox by tapping
randomly as wellâ€¦.. Okay, got it by trying various three letter names I could think of. Luke
Truckenmiller. Ok I see I can slide the chairs to the table, but there are only 2? There is
something else you can slide. Look behind itâ€¦. I swear I dragged everything. Just kinda lost
interest at this point. Now it did. Would you mind hinting to the location of the hairpin by any
chance? Her name is SAM. You can find all the letters littered around the house. Same, need to
know. Im stuck at the safe. I have the coded paper but not sure how to decode? Anybody have
some tips? Not sure if you still need it but I figured out the code! How do you even start the first
man flame??? Load More Comments. Would love your thoughts, please comment. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. FUSE
is a real time cooperative dice game where friends work together to save their ship from
destruction! Bombs have been detected on-board, and the ship's computer has begun to
countdown. You have been called into action to neutralize the threat. You'd better get moving,
because this game will self-destruct in 10 minutes. The hull has been breached! Intruders have
made their way onto your ship! Their goal: Total Destruction! You must defuse all of the bombs
in order to save the ship from the hostile alien invaders! Do you have what it takes? We need
your team to defend the ship! Clear communication and a well formed team are required to
complete this mission. Many teams will try and fail. If you want to survive, you must work

together! Twenty bombs have been planted on the ship! You'll need the right combinations to
defuse them. You only have 10 minutes! The ship's computer will encourage you along through
a free downloadable app. Good luck! Each card represents a bomb that must be defused!
Defuse enough bombs to win! For each player, pull a die out of the bag, and roll it! This is what
you will use to complete your cards. Each player must receive exactly one die and place it,
legally, on one of their cards. Match the dice with the colors and numbers on your cards! After
several turns, you may have all the required dice on a card. This is one defused bomb! Return
the dice to the bag, discard the card, draw a new card, and keep playing! Working quickly with
your teammates, you must defuse all the bombs in only 10 minutes! If you roll and cannot give
each player exactly one die, there will be grave consequences. However, if you are able to
complete the task, you save the ship! FUSE is a real time cooperative dice game for players
where friends work together to quickly save their ship from impending doom! Twenty bombs
have been detected on-board, and the ship's computer has begun to countdown. The computer
says you only have 10 Minutes to complete your task. Does your team have what it takes to
work through the intricacies of the bombs and defuse them all in time? Skip to main content.
You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn
more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select
the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U.
Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 12 hrs and 56
mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. FUSE
has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Renegade Game
Studios Store. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. About this
item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of
these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More
items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Asmodee 7 Wonders - Duel,
Multi-colored. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Recommended for Ages
10 and Up. Register a free business account. Not for children under 3 yrs. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. From the
manufacturer. FUSE Invaders are on your ship! At a Glance Play together as a team! Quick to
Learn. Challenging to Master! Save the Ship Together! Alien Sabotage! Will You Join Us? Clear
the Ship to Win! How to Play. Roll the dice! Everyone has to help! Complete cards with dice!
Defuse all the bombs to win! Product information Product Dimensions 6 x 9 x 0. International
Shipping This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Click here to make a
request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important
information Safety Information Not Applicable. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Pros: - Dice rolling, color matching, a little bit of
math--anyone can do it. Cons: - The time limit prevents you and your fellow players from
making smarter decisions that would screw you over less often. Like, "more than one round"
getting used to. Overall a fun game if you play with the right people i. Recommend starting with
a deck of all the 1s and 2s, plus a few 3s and 4s. Adjust time as needed until you think you can
beat the clock with a normal randomized setup. If you like 5 Minute Dungeon, you'll like this
game and vice versa. A cooperative game played with players although I have not tried it with 1
player that has a hard cap at 10 minutes. Players work together to defuse a multitude of bomb
cards by collecting sets of dice as they are rolled. Some bombs require easy combinations of
dice to defuse, others require much more specific dice combos as well as some stacking into
towers and pyramids to increase the difficulty. A player rolls dice and everyone grabs one that
they can use to help defuse one of their two bomb cards in front of them. There are penalties for
not being able to use every single die every turn, so it is imperative that you communicate with
the other players. This continues around the table until the game's end. There are also cards in
the center draw pile that make you discard dice from your bombs, making it more difficult to
defuse them. You win by clearing out all of the bombs in the draw pile at the center of the table,
you lose when the timer hits zero and the bombs blow your group into oblivion! It is played very
quickly and frantically and can be a bit stressful at times, so if this type of game isn't for you
stay away as you'll probably dislike it. The companion app is great as well, including 2 "voices"
for the timer countdown, and a useful score calculator that saves your scores so you can
compare your scores throughout all playthroughs. Overall great game, it always comes with me

to game nights because it is so short and action packed that it frequently makes it onto the
table. The only difficult portion of the game to understand is the symbology on the bombs.
Learning what those symbols mean is important, but becomes second nature after a
playthrough or two. Fuse is easy to understand and play, and most importantly fun! I definitely
recommend this game. I've uploaded a few pictures so you can see what comes in the box. You
can't afford to waste any time. This is a great collaborative game. And it is a challenge to defuse
all the bombs in 10 minutes. As the description says, it is a game that is played in 10 minutes,
but trust me, you will play this game for at least half an hour. That's because when you lose
you'll want to try again, and when you win you'll want to do it again. So far we have just played
according to the parameters outlined in the instructions, but it is easy to see how it could be
made more of a challenge if we start getting too 'good' at it. And when we have extra people in
the room we don't leave them out and work as teams. The game is designed for up to five
players. Yes, it probably lessens the difficulty a bit, but it is a very 'luck of the draw' game. You
still have random cards and throw of the dice and choice of who gets dibs on the each die. Hey,
it's a 'collaborative' game right? And the phone app which provides a countdown is a hoot. Very
annoying but really adds to the tension and challenge. Take the time to thoroughly read all the
instructions and study the bomb cards before you play, you don't want to waste a second of
your ten minutes figuring out what to do to defuse your bomb. Buy it, it's worth it. Top of box
was damaged. No damage to plastic wrap around it, so I assume damaged in production and
not picked up during QC. Unfortunately i opened it upside down at a game night and didn't see
it until it was too late. Oh well. Game components are great, instructions were clear to us, game
is hard : The game plays from players and I've played twice so far with 4 players defused 9
bombs and once solo defused Never really coming close to defusing the 20 bombs needed to
save the ship. Definitely agree with another reviewer - familiarize yourself with the different
bomb types before playing so as not to waste any time defusing them. The Renegade Games
app is fun. Any 10 minute timer will do, but the app adds a computerized voice female version of
H. I think at one point she said, "Please hurry" and later "You aren't very good at this, are you?
The app definitely adds another level of stress to an already stressful game but we enjoyed it a
lot and look forward to attempting again. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I
really don't know why this game is listed as "Children Game". This is fun for anyone. On the
complexity scale, it's pretty simple. Elder sign is out on it's own I do like that there are a few
variations on how to setup the cards and so you can choose how much randomness is in your
game as well as the difficulty level. Sometimes you can be lucky and just deal a deck with easy
bombs but if you want something more consistent you can create a single deck of a specific
complexity so multiple games in a row are consistent. You can also set out separate decks to let
the players choose which level of card to take next. It adds a lot of replayability. The app could
definitely use more work. Looks like it was finished in a rush and never updated. But since it's
not necessary for playing the game the main feature of acting like a timer with more of a theme
than the regular stop-watch works fine so it's not a big problem. Overall I like it a lot. Quick to
explain to new players, gets a bit of communication going and it's a fun starter to a game night
before settling down for a longer game. What a game! What boils down to just rolling dice and
matching them to a few cards which represent bombs managed to capture my game groups
imagination and set pulses racing as we all worked together to defuse the bombs. You have 10
minutes to do this and time ticks down in realtime, the dice are argued over as you try to defuse
the last few bombs Buy it, you will have a blast. Hard to do! Your heart will be racing trying to
defuse all the bombs in ten minutes but, what an exciting game. There is no need to download
the timer The game was delivered in plenty of time which was great as it was in December. As to
the game itself it is a lot of fun. It is co-operative and the dice element keeps it unpredictable.
Only 10minutes but very addictive. Report abuse. Fun and fast game, it plays in exactly 10
minutes. There is quite a lot of variation in the cards and multiple levels of difficulty. One person
found this helpful. More to consider from our brands. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: 11year old games , luck dragon , 1 player card games , boa
amazon fm antenna
ford f250 wont crank
1991 porche
rd games for kids age 5 , strategy games for kids , big book of madness. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on

Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

